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-      N E W S    R E L E A S E     - 

Ag for Life to Host 9th Annual Harvest Gala  

        Celebrating Alberta Agriculture 

  

 

Calgary, Alta—After a two-year hiatus, Agriculture for Life (Ag for Life) is bringing back the 

popular Harvest Gala; a special event celebrating Alberta agriculture and the people who 

produce it.  

 

This year marks the 9th annual Harvest Gala, where over 325 industry and community leaders 

are invited to experience the scrumptious tastes of locally produced agriculture foods and enjoy 

the opportunity to network, all while supporting youth education in Alberta.  

 

The event will take place on Friday, October 28 from 5:30 pm to 11 pm at Heritage Park located 

on 1900 Heritage Dr. SW, Calgary, Alberta. To date, Ag for Life has delivered agriculture 

education to over half a million individuals in communities across the province. All proceeds 

from this event will be used to support the delivery of Ag for Life’s inclusive programs focused 

on agricultural education and rural and farm safety. 

 

Ag for Life is encouraging individuals and organizations to join the celebration. By doing so, 

you are directly supporting agriculture education and the next generation of aggies in our 

province and across the country.  

 

More information on the Harvest Gala and tickets for the event can be found on Ag for Life’s 

website. Please visit: www.agricultureforlife.ca/harvest-gala. 

   

  

Ag for Life aims to foster through education, an understanding and appreciation of agriculture 

and its fundamental connection to life. 

   

 

 



About Ag for Life 

Ag for Life (Agriculture for Life) has the mandate to deliver educational programming designed 

to improve rural and farm safety while building public understanding around the agricultural 

industry.  

Ag for Life is made possible through the funding and commitment of companies that employ 

almost 20,000 people in more than 350 Alberta communities. Founding Members include 

AdFarm, Glacier FarmMedia, Nutrien, Rocky Mountain Equipment and UFA Co-operative 

Limited. Find out more at agricultureforlife.ca. 
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For more information, contact: 

Irena Ceko, Communications Specialist 

Iceko@agricultureforlife.ca 

250-826-6398 
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